This letter should be sent to reporters, MP’s, Schools and those either pretending to be experts on the
subject of 5G deployment including 26GHz – 60GHz, those who are dismissing the science on the dangers as
5G is an immune system suppressor technology, linked to the current pandemic. We are carrying out our
duty under international laws on the prohibition of Genocide and violations of the ICC STATUTE
Dear _____________
Liability Notice for Crimes against Humanity and the Prima Facie evidence implicating you in the Genocide
agenda on the people of this country.
This legal notice of liability is designed to be used as evidence in courts if required and intends to enlighten
and protect you from attracting more serious civil and criminal liability in relation to your own actions and or
omissions surrounding the deployment of 5G LED Vaccine technologies.
It has come to our attention that you are involved directly or indirectly in your support to the deployment of
5G / LED technology and are misleading others in your false communications surrounding the well-known
hazards to human health and the environment posed by ever increasing microwave radiation emissions in
air.
5G is a Direct Energy Weapon (DEW) system that has been designed and deployed to commit mass Genocide
on the people of this country involving the interaction of known contaminated vaccines which increase the
lethality of 5G, a weapon, whilst a virus pandemic has been orchestrated as a cover for that Genocide.
The mandated contaminated vaccine agenda and the switch on of 5G in WUHAN province are testament to
the weapons capability of committing Genocide on the populations across the World as part of a secret
Global genocide agenda.
Your ignorance of the planned Genocide is no defence in law and on the prima facie evidence that we have
linking you to the facilitating of this mass Genocide, you should be warned that such action in support of this
genocide is an indictable crime. Your own actions in the making of, or the supporting of demonstrably false
statements in relation to the 5G deployment of the known dangers posed by 5G transmitters are covering up
this crime, for example the known scientific link of microwave radiation in air as an immune system
suppressor and an active neurotoxin with the proven uncontested science showing oxidative stress damage
to biological cells and so to life from microwave radiation.
This communication is to serve as information to you and others, and is on behalf of the people of this
country who are discovering that their current sickness and ill health are caused by increased exposure to
microwave and terahertz range transmitters. The experimental untested for safety 5G/LED technology is
uninsurable as an environmental polluter and harm, a health hazard shown in the overwhelming published
scientific data.
The accelerated deployment of 5G/LED transmitters during the lockdown and so the reducing of the immune
systems of many and in particular those who may have been given contaminated vaccines with
unexplainable tungsten and aluminium nano and micro particles in them increases the risk of death from
5G/LED radiation emitters. Anti-Radiation-Missiles (ARM), a long range missile design to take out 5G
hardware on the battlefield due to risks posed to allied troops with that similar hardware deployed across
towns and cities across the UK with your support. The radiation pollution from such transmitters currently
breaches the COE 1815 Resolution, 2016 EUROPAEM guidelines and ICNIRP guidelines.
Your continuing support of this pre meditated Genocide agenda through your own acts or omissions, now
that you have been clearly informed of the well planned Genocidal agenda of the deployment of the 5G
direct energy weapon system alone or in combination with any contaminated vaccinations, would confirm
your position in regard the following crimes against all biological life on this planet and which is against a
number of universally accepted laws and codes of behaviour, such as the Nuremberg Code and the
following.
1. 5G/LED deployment is a violation of Articles 5, 6, 7, and 8 the International Criminal Code Statute
prohibiting genocide and crimes against humanity

See:
ICC Statute - Rome Statute
https://www.icc-cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/ADD16852-AEE9-4757-ABE79CDC7CF02886/283503/RomeStatutEng1.pdf
2. Violations of the ICC STATUTE - ROME STATUTE can be prosecuted in the national courts of any one of the
118 nations that have signed and ratified the ICC ROME STATUTE and adopted the Universal War Crimes
Jurisdiction authority for its courts.
118 Nations ratifying ICC STATUTE
https://internationalcriminalcourtnashie.weebly.com/signatories-of-the-rome-statute.html
3. Offences against the person Act 1861 the administering of a noxious substance a destructive thing
occasioning harm.
4. Accessories and Abettors Act 1861 as amended by the Criminal law act 1977
5. Genocide Act 1969 section (a) killing members of the group (b) causing serious bodily or mental harm to
members of the group (c) deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its
physical destruction in whole or in part (d) imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group.
6. Human rights act 1998. Art, (2) Right to Life. Art, (3) Prohibition of torture. Art, (8) Right to respect for
private and family life. Art, (17) Prohibition of abuse of rights.
7. Article 174 (2) The European Community treaty provides that all Community policy on the environment
shall be based on the precautionary principle the environmental protection act 1990.
8. DIRECTIVE 2009/147/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 30 November 2009 on
the conservation of wild birds
9. Infant life (Preservation) Act 1929 offences against a foetus causing child destruction
10. Health and Safety Statutory instruments. No 588. The control of Electromagnetic fields at work
regulations 2016
11. Health and Social care act 2012. Duty to protect the population from Ionizing and Non Ionizing radiation
12. EN 62311:2008 Assessment of electronic and electrical equipment related to human exposure (0Hz300GHz)
13. Equality and disability Act 1995 Section 55. It is unlawful to discriminate against another by way of
victimisation of vulnerable groups and ethnic minorities who’s genetic makeup increases risks of death..
Yours sincerely

SIGN HERE.

